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Abstract

This thesis focuses on controller design and analysis for induction motor (IM)
drives, flux control for electrically excited synchronous motors with damper
windings (EESMs), and to enhance voltage sag ride-through ability and analy-
sis for a wind turbine application with a full-power grid-connected active recti-
fier. The goal is to be able to use the existing equipment, without altering the
hardware. Further, design and analysis of the stabilization of DC-link voltage
oscillations for DC systems and inverter drives is studied, for example traction
drives with voltage sags in focus.

The proposed IM controller is based on the field-weakening controller of Kim
and Sul [31], which is further developed. Applying the proposed controller to
voltage sag ride-through gives a cheap and simple ride-through system.

The EESM controller is based on setpoint adjustment for the field current
controller. The analysis also concerns stability for the proposed flux controller.

The DC-link stabilization algorithm is designed following Mosskull [38],
where a component is added to the current controller. The algorithm is fur-
ther developed.

Analysis is the main focus, and concerns the impact of the different parame-
ters involved. Proper parameter selection for the controller, switching frequency,
and DC-link capacitor is given.

The impact of voltage sags is investigated for a power-grid-connected recti-
fier. Here, we analyze the impact of different types of voltage sags and phase-
angle jumps. The analysis gives design rules for the DC-link capacitor and the
switching frequency.

Experimental results and simulations verify the theoretical results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis deals with voltage sag ride-through. First, we will cover variable-
speed drives (VSDs), which consist of a converter, a pulse-width modulator
(PWM), and an electrical machine. For VSDs we will concentrate on induction
machines (IMs). In the industry today, the IM is the machine most commonly
used, since it is robust, cheap, and needs no maintenance. We will investigate
the stability aspects and parameter selection for induction motor drives fed by
a diode rectifier or a DC grid.

Second we will for voltage sag ride-through for synchronous machines in-
vestigate the possibility of ride-through through flux control for the electrically
excited synchronous machine with damper windings (EESM).

Third we will for wind-turbine applications cover the behavior of the con-
trolled rectifier and voltage sag ride-through. Design rules for the controllers
and selection rules for the switching frequency and DC-link capacitor will be
given.

1.1 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis consists of the following chapters:

Chapter 1 introduces the research in the thesis, gives a background, and
summarizes the publications and contributions.

Chapter 2 describes power quality problem in the industry. We con-
centrate on voltage sags, as they are the main cause for trouble in the
industry. We introduce the concept of voltage sag ride-through by intelli-
gent control for variable-speed drives and electrically excited synchronous
machines.

Chapter 3 is an introduction to vector control for AC machines. Here we
describe models for the induction machine and the synchronous machine
with damper windings, as well as three-phase grids.

Chapter 4 explains the design of current, voltage, and speed controllers
by internal model control (IMC) design. We explain the concepts of active
damping and back calculation.

Chapter 5 gives conclusions and suggestions for future work.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Publications

The thesis is based on the following publications. A short introduction to each
publication is made in the list below.

Publication I: “Unified Sensorless Vector Control of Synchronous and
Induction Motors,” L. Harnefors, K. Pietiläinen, and M. Jansson, IEEE
Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Vol. 50, No. 1, Feb. 2003, pp. 153–
160.

• In this publication we develop a unified method for sensorless vector
control for induction and synchronous machines. A unified model for
both synchronous and induction machines is developed, which serves
as base for the flux estimator design. This publication also serves as
an introduction to the concept of field orientation, which is built on
in the following publications.

Publication II: “Torque-Maximizing Field-Weakening Control: Design,
Analysis, and Parameter Selection,” L. Harnefors, K. Pietiläinen, and L.
Gertmar, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Vol. 48, No. 1, Feb.
2001, pp. 161–168.

• In this publication we design an algorithm for maximum torque in
the field-weakening region. We analyze the algorithm and give sim-
ple design and parameter selection rules. The theory is verified by
simulations and experiments.

Publication III: “Voltage Sag Ride-Through of Induction Motor Drives,”
K. Pietiläinen, M. Jansson and L. Harnefors, NORPIE, Stockholm, Au-
gust, 2002, CD-ROM.

• In this publication we design a voltage sag ride-through algorithm
for induction motor drives. We also analyze the performance and
give simple design rules for parameter selection. The algorithm is
experimentally verified to give good ride-through capability.

Publication IV: “Voltage Sag Ride-Through for Line-Connected Syn-
chronous Motors Through Flux Control,” K. Pietiläinen, M. Jansson, and
L. Harnefors, PEDS, 2003. Vol. 2, 17-20 Nov. 2003, pp. 1219–1223.

• In this publication the voltage sag ride-through capability of line-
connected electrically excited synchronous motors with damper wind-
ings is investigated. Two aspects are investigated: first the capability
to keep the nominal speed, and second the damping of speed oscil-
lations, both by controlling the flux. This is similar to the power
system stabilizers for the generator case, here however the idea of
camping oscillations are used for the EESM operated as a motor.
We design a voltage sag ride-through controller and show through
simulations that the proposed controller has good speed oscillation
damping capability and that the ride-through capability is improved.

Publication V: “DC-Link Stabilization and Voltage Sag Ride-Through
of Inverter Drives,” K. Pietiläinen, L. Harnefors, A. Petersson, and H. -P.
Nee, accepted to IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics.
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• In this publication DC-link voltage oscillations, in some cases due
to voltage sags, in diode bridge inverter drives or drives fed from a
DC grid are analyzed. Stabilization control algorithms are designed
and analyzed. Design and parameter selection rules are given for
the stabilization algorithm as well as criteria for switching frequency
and DC-link capacitor selection. The algorithm is by simulations and
experiments shown to give good damping of the voltage oscillations.

Publication VI: “Voltage Sag Response of PWM Rectifiers in Full-Power
Variable Speed Wind Turbines,” R. Ottersten, A. Petersson, and K. Pieti-
läinen, NORPIE., Trondheim, June. 2004, CD-ROM.

• In this publication the voltage sag response of the back-to-back recti-
fier is analyzed. A design rule is developed and selection rules for the
DC-link capacitor and the switching frequency is given. The research
gives understanding of the impact of voltage sags and phase-angle
jumps on the DC-link voltage and the controller behavior.

1.2.1 Publications not Included in this Thesis

The following publications by the author are excluded from this thesis, as the
results have been mentioned in the for this thesis selected publications, or are
not in line with the selected path of research.

• M. Jansson, A. Danielsson, J. Galic, K. Pietiläinen, and L. Harnefors,
“Stable and passive traction drives,” in Proc. NORPIE 2004., Trondheim,
Jun. 2004.

• K. Pietiläinen, M. Jansson, and L. Harnefors, “Improved voltage sag ride-
through for line-connected synchronous motors,” in Proc. 44th Scandina-
vian Conference on Simulation and Modelling., Väster̊as, pp. 63–68, Sep.
2003.

• M. Jansson, L. Harnefors, and K. Pietiläinen, “Guaranteed synchroniza-
tion of sensorless non-salient PMSM drives,” in Proc. EPE 2003, Toulouse,
France, August 2003, CD-ROM.

• K. Pietiläinen,“Voltage sag ride-through control of induction motor drives,”
Licentiate Thesis, Electrical Machines and Power Electronics, Dept. of
Electric Power Engineering, Royal Institute of Technol., Stockholm, Swe-
den, 2001.

• L. Harnefors, K. Pietiläinen, and L. Gertmar, “Optimum-seeking field
weakening control of induction motor drives,” in Proc. Eighth IEE In-
ternational Conference on Power Electronics and Variable-Speed Drives,
London, pp. 176–181, Sept. 2000.

1.3 Contributions

The results presented in this thesis mainly focus on voltage sag ride-through
control and stability analysis. The contributions of this work are in the areas
of induction motor drives, electrically excited synchronous machines, and active
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rectifiers. Contributions are also found in flux estimation of induction and
synchronous motor drives.

Induction Machines

The variable-speed drive is made immune (or close to immune) to most voltage
sags. We accomplish this by maximizing the electrical torque production to
meet the unchanged demand, subject to reduced supply grid voltage and for
certain current limits. The main advantage of this approach is that no extra
electronics are needed. There is only an altered controller design, and a probable
need to slightly over-size the three-phase rectifier to handle the recharging of
the DC-link capacitor at voltage return in the end of the voltage sag.

• We design a voltage sag ride-through controller based on the work by Kim
and Sul in [31], [32], with an adaptation of Kim and Sul’s idea to voltage
sag ride-through (as well as some general improvements of the scheme).

• The stability is analyzed, and proper control parameter selections are
given.

• We give selection rules for the DC-link capacitor to avoid the transient
speed drop.

• The new controller will out-perform an ordinary controller. This is shown
through simulations and experiments.

Line-Connected Synchronous Machines

Ride-through of line-connected synchronous machines has, not been much in-
vestigated previously. In [11], [12], the EESM is investigated and found to be
sensitive to voltage sags. We improve the voltage sag ride-through capability
for EESMs.

• A voltage sag ride-through flux controller is designed.

• The controller is analyzed for stability and proper controller parameter
selection is proposed.

• The controller is shown through simulations to damp voltage-sag induced
speed oscillations and will give better voltage sag ride-through capability.

Flux Estimation

Flux/speed/position estimation of sensorless IMs and PMSMs is put within a
common framework. Despite their differences:

• A unified IM/PMSM model is derived.

• It is shown that the IM and the PMSM can, indeed, be controlled using
virtually identical flux angle estimation and vector control algorithms.

• The algorithm of [18] is modified by the addition of a term, such that
better low-speed properties are obtained. For the round-rotor PMSM, it
is shown experimentally that this way synchronization can be guaranteed
from any initial rotor position (as in [8], [36], [52]).
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• It is shown, theoretically and experimentally, that for the IM, the proposed
scheme has parameter sensitivity similar to the “voltage model” (VM),
while its dynamic properties are better than those of the VM (which,
unlike the proposed scheme, has a tendency to give oscillatory behavior
due to poor damping).

DC-Link Voltage Stability Control

For inverters with the DC link directly fed from a DC grid, or with a rectifier
when a small DC-link capacitor is used, there can be stability problems. These
problems tend to increase for voltage sags.

• We design a partly new combined stabilization algorithm, using controller
set-point adjustment, both multiplicative [49] and additive [38] to the
oscillating part of the DC-link voltage.

• The impact on stability of limited switching frequency is analyzed and a
selection rule for the minimum switching frequency is proposed.

Active Rectifier in Wind-Turbine Applications

Wind turbines are becoming more and more of interest for power producers
mainly due to environmental reasons. To avoid increasing the sensitivity of the
power system, impact of voltage sags on wind turbines is highly interesting to
study, in order to improve the tolerance.

• The behavior of the full-power rectifier in wind-turbine applications is
investigated for voltage sags.

• The impact of phase-angle jumps is investigated.

• Selection rules for the DC-link capacitor are given.

• We develop simple design rules for the controllers using IMC design.
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Chapter 2

Electric Power Quality

The purpose of this chapter is to present the basics of power quality and the
problems that the users, most importanly industries, are exposed to. The sit-
uation of low (poor) power quality is more evident in countries with a weaker
power grid, such as India, African countries, and other developing countries,
than in the industrialized world. Nevertheless, the problem is of significance
also in countries with a strong power grid.

With the deregulation of power distribution of the industrialized world, with
a growing number of smaller distributors, for example from wind power and
power electronics introduced in utilities, there will be a more uncertain and
more vulnerable power supply. We are therefore driven to make the utility
more tolerable to the uncertainty of the power supply, with variations in the
voltage.

The first section of this chapter covers a short survey of power quality and
giving a few expected problems. We then cover the more specific area of volt-
age sags, which affect many systems and in particular, sensitive equipment, for
example variable-speed electrical drives. In the industry today, low power qual-
ity is a generator of standstill of plants and process lines, and other unwanted
disturbances/interruptions of industrial processes. As the users tend to employ
more and more switched power supplies and controlled power converters, more
distortion on the mains will result. Common power quality problems include:

• Harmonics, which are mainly generated from switched power supplies
and variable-speed drives. Harmonics can generate over voltages through
high-frequency resonance, which may damage the insulation, e.g., in an
electrical machine. Harmonics also give additional losses in electrical ma-
chines and affect the machine thermally.

• Flicker, which is generated from switched power supplies, and particu-
larly arc furnaces. Flicker is a often nuisance, as it makes lightbulbs and
fluorescent lights blink. The most irritating frequency is about 7–8 Hz.

• Swells, which are generated, e.g., from lightning strikes, and cause over-
voltages which may damage electronic equipment.

• Sags, is a short voltage decrease down to 90–10% of the root mean square
(RMS) voltage magnitude. The duration is from 1/2 cycle up to about 1

7



8 CHAPTER 2. ELECTRIC POWER QUALITY

minute [1]. (Longer duration than 1 minute is defined as an under voltage.)
As the main focus of this thesis concerns voltage sags, further explanation
will come in the next section.

• Interruptions, i.e., a total loss of electric power, which will cause stand-
still of an industry. Naturally, this is very costly. Hence, an interruption
is the most severe problem. When an interruption occurs, the only so-
lution for a VSD is a controlled shutdown, if that is possible. This is
plant-specific, as good knowledge of the process is needed in order to stop
at a startable position, i.e., where it is possible to re-start the plant with
success. The general philosophy is to make a slow decrease of the speed
without any fast transients (e.g., to avoid breaking the paper line between
two rolls in a paper machine), and if possible at a proper position in the
process cycle for easy start-up. All this to minimize the damages and costs
for the manufacturer. A study of controlled shutdown for steel mills was
made in [11].

2.1 Voltage Sags

As mentioned earlier, voltage sags have a duration of 1/2 period to 1 minute
and a decrease in voltage of 10% to 90%. The causes of voltage sags are short
circuits in the power line: either one, two, or three phase. In Figure 2.1, on the
upper left a three-phase voltage sag and to the right a two-phase voltage sag
are displayed. The lower graphs show the two-phase components in synchronous
reference frame corresponding to the upper graphs. As we can see, the two-phase
voltage sag affects both the d- and q-voltage components. One of the main causes
of voltage sags is when lightning strikes a power line, causing a short circuit.
The duration of the sag is the time it takes for protective relays to disconnect
the transmission line. Investigated in [43] and [54], the fault condition can, in
addition to lightning strikes, be a result of wind, contamination of the insulators,
animals finding their way into a relay cabinet, an accident, or from the direct
online startup of a large electrical drive.

Voltage sags are categorized in seven types, named A–G, where A, B, and E
are faults to the ground or line-to-line short circuits between two or three phases,
and C, D, F, and G are observed after one or more ∆–Y-connected transformers
for the faults B or E. The different voltage sag categories are displayed in Figure
2.2

2.2 Impact of Voltage Sags

In this section we will discuss the impact that voltage sags have on variable-
speed induction motor drives, EESMs, and active rectifiers.

For induction motor drives voltage sags generate most problems for, in
particular, VSDs in the industry, and they occur much more frequently than
interruptions [5], [30], [35], and [43]. Electrical motor drives are frequently used
in the industry – many of them in variable-speed applications – and the impact
of voltage sags on them is significant.

In many electrical drives, voltage sags are not acceptable and will cause
under-voltage circuit breakers to trip and disconnect the drive [5], [6], and [34].
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Figure 2.1: The upper left graph shows a three-phase voltage sag down to
50% remaining voltage. The lower left graph shows the corresponding d and
q voltage components. The upper right graph shows a two-phase voltage sag
down to 50% remaining voltage and the lower right shows the corresponding d
and q components.
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Figure 2.2: Voltage sag categories.
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One frequently used criterion for tripping is a voltage sag of 10% (i.e., 90% of
the voltage remaining), which is detected for 50 ms [13], [34]. This is a very
strict criterion. Alternatives are given in [5] (sensitivities varying from 85%
remaining for 10 ms to 50% remaining for 500 ms) and [54] (greater than 20%
and longer than 12 cycles).

If the motor drive is designed to allow operation through the sag (so-called
ride-through), the speed will often drop. Particularly for IM drives, the sag
can then, however, be prolonged due to the large inrush current as the drives
re-accelerates [7]. This inrush current can further cause fuses to burn with an
interruption as result.

For active rectifiers and wind turbines, a three-phase voltage sag can
trigger the over-current limit. Further, if the current limit is reached for a
wind-turbine application, the DC-link voltage will increase and the over-voltage
protection may be triggered. This sounds as a contradiction but the output
power is lowered as a result of the lower grid-side voltage.

The advantages of the PWM converter are not necessary achieved under
unbalanced conditions. These conditions are quite common, especially in weak
grids [50], or during voltage sags [4]. The unbalanced input voltage will result
in even-order harmonics in the DC-link voltage and odd-order harmonics in the
input current [16], [47]. The unbalanced voltage is the sum of both positive-
and negative-sequence voltages, where the negative sequence will give the sec-
ond harmonic in the DC-link voltage, and in turn odd-order harmonics in the
current.

There are several suggestions of how to eliminate these. In [26], [27], [46],
[47], [48], [50], [51], current controllers for both negative and positive sequences
are used to nullify the negative sequence. These methods give a variety of
results.

Line-connected EESMs are used in high-power applications with constant
speed, such as blowers in steel mills and refiners in paper plants. For a steel
mill it would be disaster if a blast furnace blower should trip due to a voltage
sag. The furnace would cool and the steel stiffen and destroy the furnace, with
enormous cost as a result [12].

Voltage sad ride-through of line-connected synchronous machines is, how-
ever, not much investigated. In [11], [12], the EESM is investigated and found
to be sensitive to voltage sags. The settings of the protections may trip the
machine when the transient currents are very large. If the sag is long and severe
enough, the EESM will pulled out of synchronism and will not synchronize with
the return of voltage. Further, the research shows that there are large torque
oscillations and in turn speed oscillations.

The present research will give an algorithm for voltage sag ride-through for
the line-connected EESM by control of the flux, including design and analysis. A
bonus of this research is that we can start the machine with load and synchronize
with higher chance of success.

Regarding DC-link voltage stability, a small DC-link capacitor makes
voltage sag ride-through more difficult, particularly for one-phase or two-phase
sags [54]. On the other hand, the ride-through capability of deeper symmetric
sags is improved in the sense that the recharging current decreases with the size
of the DC-link capacitor. A deeper sag can be tolerated.

For diode rectifiers and DC grids, instability for inverters equipped with a
ride-through algorithm, see Publication III, for constant load power applica-
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tions, can become a problem for systems equipped with a small DC-link capaci-
tor, as the damping of the system is dependent of the capacitor size and inverter
output power.

As the critical point for instability is proportional to the torque-producing
current iq and inversely proportional to the DC-link voltage vdc, DC-link voltage
oscillations are more easily triggered during voltage sags than otherwise.

2.3 Voltage Sag Ride-Through Methods

2.3.1 Voltage Sag Ride-Through for IMs

There are different ways to perform ride-through. In the literature mainly three
ideas for voltage sag ride-through are mentioned. The first two are aimed at
maintaining the DC-link voltage. We will instead try to eliminate the extra
hardware needed to do this and instead focus on the inverter control. The ideas
for voltage sag ride through are as follows:

• Keep up the DC-link voltage electronically. This can be made by
making the energy storage larger, i.e., a larger DC-link capacitor [6], [17],
or relying on batteries (so-called uninterruptible power supplies, UPS) [17],
[35]. These solutions tend to become bulky and expensive if the voltage
should remain at the nominal level for longer periods. Another solution is
to use an active rectifier or a chopper [14], [15], [17], [35], [54].

• Keep up the DC-link voltage with load inertia [17]. If the plant
is equipped with large rotating masses (e.g., paper mills) these energy
storages can be used as generators to keep up the DC-link voltage during
the sag. This works even for a sag of longer duration. It is also a good
solution to a controlled shutdown (at an interruption), as the DC-link
voltage can be held at the highest possible level for the time it takes to
make this shutdown. A requirement is that the process uses several motor
drives that are fed by a common DC link. If the process does not have a
large rotating mass, there is the possibility to use an extra flywheel. (The
drawback is that the system becomes slower due to the extra inertia.)

• Let the DC-link voltage vary and control the drive properly.
Naturally, the above two solutions are costly. If we can accept that the
DC-link voltage varies (and instead use better control), a less expensive
solution is obtained. This is the focus of the thesis.

Still, it should be said that if the process is sensitive to drops in torque and speed,
the best thing is to make a controlled shutdown to minimize the damages, and
have the process ready to start when the voltage is up to nominal.

2.3.2 Voltage Sag Ride-Through for Line-Connected EESMs

There are some different ways to perform ride-through:

• Alter the settings for the protective circuits. Research done in [11]
shows that by altering the settings, many of the voltage sags can be ridden
through by avoiding over-current and under-voltage protection circuits to
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break the supply when the machine can survive the voltage sag. This must
of course be individually according to the site conditions and the machine
used.

• Install sufficient energy storage. This can be made by battery back-
up systems [17], [35]. These solutions tend to become bulky and expensive
if the voltage should remain at the nominal level for longer periods.

• Control the flux. A better solution may be to use the existing field con-
trol and implement a voltage sag ride-through algorithm that will increase
the capability and damp the speed oscillations.

2.3.3 Stabilization of the DC-Link Voltage and Voltage
Sag Ride-Through for Inverter Dives

For systems with small capacitors the system can become unstable. The DC-link
voltage then starts to oscillate. This may happen for inverter drives when the
output power becomes large. The inverter can be seen as a negative resistance
and can for certain loads cancel the damping in the system. A voltage sag can
cause a large inrush current and if the system has low damping, an oscillation
can cause the current to become even larger.

• Mosskull [38] proposes a term proportional to the voltage error, that is,
the deviation from the nominal voltage is added to the current controller
reference. This gives an active damping of the instability.

• The voltage sag can trigger the over-current protection circuit and trip the
system, hence a current limit or altered settings can improve the voltage
sag ride-through.

• The DC-link capacitor can be sized up and give a larger energy storage
and a better stability properties.

2.3.4 Voltage Sag Response for Active Rectifiers in Wind
Turbine Applications

The research of active rectifiers gives suggestions for how the voltage sag ride-
through for the wind turbine application can be increased

• The ride-through can be increased by over-sizing the active rectifier.

• For large voltage sags and high wind power a braking chopper can be
installed to eliminate the possibility of DC-link over-voltage.

• For unbalanced voltage sags there is the possibility of using controllers
for both positive and negative sequences. There are several suggestions of
how to eliminate these, first in [26], [27], [45], [47], [48], [50], [51], where
the use of current controllers for both negative and positive sequence, and
to nullify the negative sequence. This gives a smooth DC-link voltage.

• The performance during unbalanced voltage sags is greatly improved with
the suggested introduction of active damping.
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• In [28], [40], [41] the unbalance is cancelled by feeding back the power
ripple or by adding the negative sequence to the reference signal to the
current controller.
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Chapter 3

Electrical Models & Vector
Control

The objective of this chapter is to give a short introduction and background to
the induction and synchronous machine models used in the publications. We
also derive three different flux estimation schemes, in order to find the one best
suited for the problem in our case: ride-through of voltage sags.

The nature of variable-speed drives is dynamic; therefore we need dynamic
models of the machines. First, we will derive the T and inverse Γ models for
the induction machine [44], then dynamic models for the synchronous machine
and the electrical supply grid including the DC link model.

3.1 Space Vectors

We will here use space vectors, which were originally used to describe the spatial
flux in an AC machine (hence “space”). These vectors are, however, equally
useful for describing voltages and currents. The idea of space vectors is to
model the three-phase system as an equivalent two-phase system. If ya, yb,
and yc represent a general set of three-phase components (voltages, currents, or
fluxes), the corresponding space vector is given by

ys =
2K

3
(ya + ayb + a2yc) (3.1)

where a = ej2π/3 and K is a scaling constant. We will from here on use
K = 1/

√
2 for root mean square (RMS)-value scaling. That is, |ys| gives the

RMS value of the three-phase system. Furthermore, superscript s is used to
indicate that the space vector is referred to a stator-aligned coordinate system
(“stator coordinates”).

15
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3.2 Electrical Models

3.2.1 Induction Machine

T Model

Let us now consider the induction machine from the stator side. Quite naturally,
we obtain the following relation:

vs
s = Rsi

s
s +

dψs
s

dt
(3.2)

where Rs is the stator resistance, is
s is the stator current, vs

s is the stator voltage,
and ψs

s is the stator flux; compare this to a simple inductor circuit. For the
rotor the same relation holds if seen from the rotating rotor. The two equations
are coupled similarly to a transformer.

In the model commonly used in the textbooks, for example [23], the induction
machine can electrically be described as follows:

vs
s = Rsi

s
s + Lsl

dis
s

dt
+ Lm

dis
m

dt
(3.3)

0 = jωrψ
s
r −Rri

s
r − Lrl

dis
r

dt
− Lm

dis
m

dt
. (3.4)

where Lm is the magnetizing inductance, and Lrl and Lsl are the rotor and
stator leakage inductances, respectively, while im = ir + is is the magnetiz-
ing current. These equations describe the dynamic equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 3.1. As the three inductances form a “T,” this model is called the
“T-equivalent” model.

Rs Lsl Lrl

Rr

Lm

is
m

vs
s

is
s

is
r

jωrψ
s
rE

+

−

+

−

Figure 3.1: T model of the induction machine.

Inverse Γ Model

The T model is unnecessarily complex, as three inductances are used. Since
the stator, rotor, and magnetizing currents are not independent of each other,
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the induction machine is fully described by two complex state variables, e.g.,
ψs

r and is
s. Therefore, using three inductances, as in Figure 3.1, gives an over-

parameterized model. This can be eliminated by referring the rotor leakage
inductance to the stator side. In this process, we need to rescale the rotor flux.
This yields the following modified model parameters and flux relation [44]:

RR =
L2

m

L2
r

Rr (3.5)

LM =
L2

m

Lr
(3.6)

ψR = LM iR =
Lm

Lr
ψr (3.7)

iR =
Lr

Lm
ir. (3.8)

By going through simple calculations, the dynamic equivalent circuit of Figure
3.2 is obtained, which is called the “inverse Γ model.” In the so-called Γ model
[44], the total leakage is instead referred to the rotor side. The choice of Γ or
inverse Γ is connected to the choice of field orientation method. As we will use
rotor-flux orientation, the stator side reference is preferred here. The electrical

Lσ

E jωrψ
s
R

RR

Rs

LM

ψs

R

LM

is
R

vs
s

is
s

+

−

+

−

Figure 3.2: The inverse Γ model.

relations that describe the inverse Γ model are as follows:

dis
s

dt
=

1
Lσ

[
vs

s − (Rs + RR)is
s +

(
RR

Lm
− jωr

)
ψs

R

]
(3.9)

dψs
R

dt
= RRis

s −
(

RR

LM
− jωr

)
ψs

R. (3.10)

Transformation to Synchronous Coordinates

The model derived above is expressed in a coordinate system aligned with the
stator. Therefore, all quantities are sinusoidal in the steady state. In control
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engineering we are accustomed to signals – particularly setpoints – that are
constant or change in steps. If we have step-formed setpoints, a standard pro-
portional plus integral (PI) controller will generally work well. For a sinusoidal
set point, a PI controller is not adequate; a steady-state control error results
[21], Part I, page 42, the quotation and [42]. Hence, particularly for current
control – see Section 4.2 – it is useful to transform all quantities to a coordinate
system that rotates synchronously with the rotor flux (or, for that matter, the
impressed stator voltage vector). The transformation is called the dq transfor-
mation:

y = e−jθys (3.11)

where θ is the transformation angle. The resulting coordinate system is called
synchronous coordinates. Also called dq transformation. Quantities in synchro-
nous coordinates are denoted without superscript, and with subscripts d and q,
respectively, of the components: y = yd + jyq. The quantities now become DC
in the steady state.

By transforming (3.9) and (3.10) into synchronous coordinates, the derivative
becomes derivative plus jω1, where ω1 = θ̇, according to the chain rule: d

dt →
d
dt + jω1. This yields

dis

dt
=

1
Lσ

[
vs − (Rs + RR + jω1Lσ)is +

(
RR

LM
− jωr

)
ψR

]
(3.12)

dψR

dt
= RRis −

(
RR

LM
+ jω2

)
ψR (3.13)

where
ω2 = ω1 − ωr (3.14)

which is referred to as slip frequency. The (standard) slip s is the slip frequency
as related to the stator frequency:

s =
ω2

ω1
. (3.15)

3.2.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM)
Model

Considering the machine from the stator side, which is similar to the IM, we
have

vs
s = Rsis +

dψs
s

dt
. (3.16)

But, for the PMSM, the stator flux is given by

ψs
s = Lsi

s
s + ψs

r (3.17)

where ψs
r is the flux linkage due to the permanent magnet. The rotor flux is

aligned with the d axis which is displaced from the α axis by the angle θ, giving

ψs
r = ψmejθ (3.18)
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where ψm is the magnet flux linkage, yielding

dψs
s

dt
= Ls

dis
s

dt
+ jωrψmejθ +

dψm

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

(3.19)

as the magnet flux modulus is constant and its derivative is zero. Now, substi-
tuting (3.19) in (3.16) we have

Ls
dis

s

dt
= vs

s −Rsi
s
s − jωrψmejθ. (3.20)

3.2.3 Grid Model

The grid can be seen as a voltage source (the generator) and a grid impedance.
Assuming that we have a strong grid, the grid has a similar model as a PMSM
with constant speed and flux, which is adopted here. The line is modelled as a
resistance and an inductance. The model is depicted in Figure 3.3.

VSDVSD

gR gL

gv
gE

+

-

dcv
+

-

ig

Figure 3.3: Model of the grid and back-to-back converter.

Lg

dis
g

dt
= Es

g −Rgi
s
g − vs

g (3.21)

The generator can be seen as a back emf and we introduce a fictive grid flux
ψs

g, with the following relation

dψs
g

dt
= Es

g. (3.22)

Now, we can introduce a synchronous coordinate system with the d axis aligned
with the grid flux. Transforming (3.21) to synchronous coordinates we have

Lg
dig

dt
= Eg −Rgig − vg − jωgLgig (3.23)

dψg

dt
= Eg − jωgψg (3.24)

where ωg is the grid frequency. Here we clearly see the similarity to a PMSM,
as the grid flux in practice is constant for a strong grid. For voltage sags the
flux modulus is obviously changed to a new level.
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Perfect field orientation implies that the voltage is aligned with the imaginary
axis of Eg, where Eg = ed + jeq and ed = 0, ideally. The active power and
reactive power of the active converter become

P = Re(Egi
∗
g) = eqiq + edid = eqiq (3.25)

Q = Im(Egi
∗
g) = eqid − ediq = eqid. (3.26)

As we can see the control of active and reactive power is separated, and setting
id = 0 we have unity power factor. There is also the possibility to use the active
converter as an active filter for reactive power compensation.

3.2.4 A Generalized PMSM, IM, and Grid Model

Let us start by considering the equivalent circuits depicted in Figure 3.4. Direct
inspection yields the following common relation for the three machines:

vs
s −Rsi

s
s − L

dis
s

dt
=

dψs
R

dt
(3.27)

where vs
s, is

s, and ψs
R are the stator voltage, stator current, and rotor (grid)

flux space vectors in stator coordinates (denoted by superscript “s”), and Rs

and L are the stator resistance and an inductance (for the IM that is the total
leakage inductance), respectively.

E

RR

ML

LsR

+

-

sv E E
dt

d R

+

-

IM PMSM Grid

ψ

s

s s

Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuit for IM, PMSM, and grid.

As we see the only thing that differs the machines from each other are the
flux dynamics, which respectively are given by:

dψs

R

dt = RR

(
is
s − ψs

R

LM

)
+ Es (IM)

dψs

R

dt = Es (PMSM)
dψs

R

dt = Es (Grid)

(3.28)

Clearly, if we set RR = 0 we have the model for PMSM/Grid instad of IM, so
by altering one parameter we can change between these models.

The back emf is given by E = jωrψR in synchronous coordinates. Now
transforming (3.28)–(3.28) to synchronous coordinates with the true flux angle
we have:

vs = Rsis + Ldis

dt + jω1Lis + dψR

dt + jω1ψR
dψR

dt = RR

(
is
s − ψR

LM

)
+ jωrψR − jω1ψR (IM)

dψR

dt = jωrψR − jω1ψR (PMSM)
dψR

dt = jωrψR − jω1ψR (Grid).

(3.29)
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As ωr = ω1 for a PMSM the flux derivative is equal to zero. The electrical rotor
speed ωr is related to the mechanical rotor speed ωm as ωr = npωm, where np

is the number of pole pairs.

3.2.5 EESM Model (With Damper Windings)

We will derive a state-space model of the salient-pole synchronous machine with
damper windings. A state-space model is given by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.30)
y(t) = Cx(t) (3.31)

where u, y, and x are the input, output, and state vector, respectively. For
the synchronous machine with damper windings, the input vector is the voltage
vector

vs(t) = [vf (t), vD(t), vα(t), vβ(t), vQ(t)]T (3.32)

where vf is the field voltage, vα and vβ are the stator voltage components, and
vD and vQ are the rotor damper voltage components. Since the rotor cage is
short circuited the damper winding voltages are equal to zero. In this model

i
f

i
D

i
Q

i α

i
β

β

α

θ

dq

Figure 3.5: Two-phase machine model.

the stator, rotor, and field windings are placed as in Figure 3.5. We accordingly
define current and flux linkage vectors

is(t) = [if (t), iD(t), iα(t), iβ(t), iQ(t)]T (3.33)
ψs(t) = [ψf (t), ψD(t), ψα(t), ψβ(t), ψQ(t)]T . (3.34)

Either fluxes or currents can be used as state variables, i.e., we could let x = is

or x = ψs in (3.31). As the current components in is, except the damper
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currents iD and iQ are measurable quantities whereas the fluxes are not, we
will use currents as state variables. The matrix C determines the measurement
equation, and therefore does not contain any motor parameters. The vectors
are related as follows [21]

vs = Ris +
dψs

dt
. (3.35)

or in matrix notation



vf

vD

vα

vβ

vQ




=




Rf 0 0 0 0
0 Rr 0 0 0
0 0 Rs 0 0
0 0 0 Rs 0
0 0 0 0 Rr







if
iD
iα
iβ
iQ




+
d

dt




ψf

ψD

ψα

ψβ

ψQ




. (3.36)

Now, we express the fluxes with currents

dψs

dt
=

dL(θ)is

dt
(3.37)

and
L(θ) = L1(θ) + L2 (3.38)

where L1 is a time-varying inductance matrix and L2 is the leakage inductance
matrix:

L1(θ) =




Lmd Lmd Lmd cos θ Lmd sin θ 0
Lmd Lmd Lmd cos θ Lmd sin θ 0

Lmd cos θ Lmd cos θ 1
2 (L0 + Lg cos 2θ) 1

2Lg sin 2θ −Lmq sin θ
Lmd sin θ Lmd sin θ 1

2Lg sin 2θ 1
2 (L0 − Lg cos 2θ) Lmq cos θ

0 0 −Lmq sin θ Lmq cos θ Lmq




and
L2 = diag(Lfl, Lrl, Lsl, Lsl, Lrl) (3.39)

where Lg = Lmd − Lmq, L0 = Lmd + Lmq.

Synchronous Coordinates

As Ls
1 is a function of the rotor position θ, the stator-fixed reference frame gives

time-varying equations, and is therefore inconvenient to work with. We will
transform the equations to a reference frame aligned with the rotor flux for DC
quantities in the steady state. For transformation to synchronous coordinates
the complex factor e−jθ must be replaced by the transformation matrix

T (θ) =




1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 cos θ sin θ 0
0 0 − sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 0 0 1




(3.40)

giving
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v = RT−1(θ)i +
d[L(θ)T−1(θ)i]

dt
(3.41)

and further

T (θ)v = Ri + T (θ)
d[L(θ)T (θ)]

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lω

i + T (θ)L(θ)T−1(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1

di

dt
(3.42)

where L = L1 + L2 and

L1 =




Lmd Lmd Lmd 0 0
Lmd Lmd Lmd 0 0
Lmd Lmd Lmd 0 0

0 0 0 Lmq Lmq

0 0 0 Lmq Lmq




(3.43)

Lω = ωr




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Lq −Lmq

Lmd Lmd Ld 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




(3.44)

where Ld = Lmd + Lsl and Lq = Lmq + Lsl. As we can see, the matrices are
not dependent of θ.

3.3 Review of Vector Control

Vector control of an AC motor is an effort of mimicking the DC motor. The
first step is to apply the dq transformation, so that all quantities become DC
in the steady state. The next step is to use closed-loop stator current control,
as described in Section 4.2. Then, the stator current dynamics are speeded up
significantly (to rise times of about 1 ms, using IGBT or MOSFET inverters
[29]). The current dynamics are then much faster than the dynamics of flux and
speed (which we shall study below). Hence, the stator voltage–current relation
(3.12) can be considered in the steady state (the derivatives neglected) as seen
from the slower flux and speed dynamics. The third step is to use a coordinate
system aligned with the rotor flux – rotor-flux orientation. Then, the stator
current components id and iq correspond to the magnetizing and armature cur-
rents, respectively, of a DC motor.

This section gives a review of the basics of vector control. In the original method
of field orientation suggested by Blaschke [2], the rotor flux is either measured
or explicitly estimated. This method is called direct field orientation (DFO).
The idea is to use a coordinate system that is aligned with the rotor flux as
mentioned earlier. This requires a knowledge of the rotor flux position. The
flux can be measured, but the concept of measuring the flux inside a motor is
both difficult, expensive, and the Hall sensors required can cause malfunction.
This can be avoided by introducing a flux estimator, which replaces the flux
sensor. With flux estimators we mean particularly flux angle estimation.
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There are two standard methods for flux estimation: the voltage model (VM)
which is a good choice for flux estimation for PMSM, IM, as well as a three-
phase grid, and especially at higher speeds for the IM. The current model (CM)
is the best choice at low rotor speeds for the IM. In Figure 3.6 the paths for these
estimation models are depicted. For the IM the reason for different selection is
that they have different critical parameter sensitivity, which manifests itself in
different speed regions.

E

sR
σL

sv

RR

ML

M

R

L

 

si Ri

dt

d R 

+

-

VM

+

-

CM

ψ

ψ

ψω Rr
j

Figure 3.6: Voltage and current model calculation paths.

3.3.1 Voltage Model

We start with the voltage model, which holds for all machines (and the grid),
as mentioned. The VM’s advantage is that it has few sensitive parameters, at
least at nominal/high speeds. Let us consider the unified model again. From
the equivalent circuit, Figure 3.4, it is seen that the following relation holds:

vs
s − R̂si

s
s − L̂

dis
s

dt
− dψs

R

dt
= 0 (3.45)

where L̂ = L̂σ for the IM. Here we use the “hat” to indicate model parameters
and quantities. (Exact knowledge of the machine parameters is too optimistic an
assumption.) This is a open-loop simulation of the flux, as there is no feedback
of the actual flux (which is available indirectly via the stator voltage–current
equation (3.9)) to correct the estimation. If we rearrange (3.45) we can extract
an estimator for the flux:

dψ̂
s

R

dt
= vs

s − R̂si
s
s − L̂

dis
s

dt
. (3.46)

This is called the voltage model as the input signal is the stator voltage. Obvi-
ously, the sensitive parameters are L̂ and R̂s. The stator resistance will cause
problems in the low-speed region, where the voltage drop across Rs can not be
neglected. If we consider the leakage inductance, the leakage flux is not torque-
producing and therefore this is not a highly sensitive parameter. This gives us
that the voltage model has “no” sensitive parameter in the nominal/high-speed
regions.

As the flux is estimated directly in the stator-fixed reference frame, this is
a DFO scheme. With ψ̂

s

R = ψ̂Rejθ̂, the dq coordinate transformation can be
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expressed as

y =
(ψ̂

s

R)∗

ψ̂R

ys (3.47)

where “*” indicates complex conjugate.
The VM is a marginally stable system as it uses open-loop integration: the pole
of the estimator is located at the origin. This means that even a very small DC
bias will be integrated to a large value. This problem is circumvented by adding
a leakage term, getting a low-pass integrator:

dψ̂
s

R

dt
= vs

s − R̂si
s
s − L̂σ

dis
s

dt
− αψψ̂

s

R (3.48)

where αψ should be relatively small. The extra term introduces a small error
in the flux estimation, even if the model parameters are correct. The damping
reduces as speed increases [19], giving a tendency to oscillations at high speeds,
which we shall see below.

The VM is almost always used in stator coordinates, as above, yielding a
DFO system, but there is no reason why it cannot be transformed to synchronous
coordinates [19], yielding IFO. Thus, let us transform (3.48) to synchronous
coordinates:

dψ̂R

dt
+ jω1ψ̂R = vs − (R̂s + jω1L̂)is − L̂

dis

dt
− αψψ̂R. (3.49)

As the VM itself has perfect field orientation, ψ̂R is real valued. Splitting (3.49)
into real and imaginary parts yields

dψ̂R

dt
= vd − R̂sid − L̂

did
dt

+ ω1L̂iq − αψψ̂R (3.50)

ω1ψ̂R = vq − R̂siq − L̂
diq
dt

− ω1L̂id. (3.51)

Assuming fast and accurate current control, we can neglect the current dynamics
and put did/dt = diq/dt = 0. Rearranging (3.51) we extract the transformation
angle as:

ω1 =
vq − R̂siq

ψ̂R + L̂id
(3.52)

θ̂ =
∫

ω1 dt. (3.53)

Eq. (3.51) is the slip relation corresponding to the VM. The slip relation is
normally related to the current model where knowledge of the rotor speed is
required as we shall see in the next section. This is called indirect field orien-
tation (IFO). The drawback as compared to DFO is that sine and cosine of θ̂
have to be calculated for the dq and αβ transformations. This is, however, a
minor drawback with modern digital implementation, e.g., using a digital signal
processor (DSP), since the CORDIC algorithm [53] can be used.

Remark 3.1 In the equations above for stator frequency selection and flux
modulus estimation, the reference values (to the current controller, see Section
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4.2) irefd and irefq should be used. This eliminates the noise that always corrupts
the measured components, and causes no error, assuming good current control.
Similarly, trusting that the inverter and PWM algorithm perform well, the
voltage components v′d and v′q of the PWM algorithm – again see Section 4.2 –
can also be used. This holds also for the flux estimators derived below.

3.3.2 Statically Compensated Voltage Model

In the voltage model in the previous section, we added a term in order to
gain stability. The drawback is that we built in an error due to the low-pass
integrator. In this section we will design a static compensation of the voltage
model to eliminate this error in the steady state.

Design

The VM is a simulation of the voltage equation; for clarity we display the
equation again

dψ̂R

dt
= vs − R̂sis − L̂

dis

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
ˆE

−αψψ̂R (3.54)

giving the transfer function, using p as the laplace transformation variable

ψ̂R =
vs − R̂sis − pL̂is

p + αψ
=

1
p + αψ

Ê. (3.55)

In the steady state we introduce an error by the term αψ. With accurate model
parameters, Ê = pψR, we have

ψ̂R =
p

p + αψ
ψ̂R. (3.56)

Substituting p = jω, it becomes obvious that the flux error for low speeds
becomes large. The first step is to let αψ = λ|ω1|, which gives a constant error
for all ω1.

Modification with Gain Compensation

By modifying the ordinary VM with a factor multiplied to the transfer func-
tion (3.54), that cancels the flux error in the steady state, the performance is
improved. The new transfer function with αψ = λ|ω1| then becomes

ψ̂R =
jω1 + λ|ω1|

jω1︸ ︷︷ ︸
compensation factor

1
p + λ|ω1|Ê =

1− jλsign(ω1)
p + λ|ω1| Ê. (3.57)

Transforming (3.57) into the time domain gives

dψ̂R

dt
= (1− jλsign(ω1))

(
vs − R̂sis − L̂

dis

dt

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ˆE

−λ|ω1|ψ̂R (3.58)
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SVCM in Synchronous Coordinates

Transformation to synchronous coordinates gives an indirect field orientation
scheme. As before transformation implies substituting p → p + jω1:

ψ̂R =
1− jλsign(ω1)
p + jω1 + λ|ω1|Ê. (3.59)

Splitting into real and imaginary parts, with Ê = ed + jeq yields

ψ̂R =
ed + λsign(ω1)eq

p + λ|ω1| (3.60)

ω1 =
eq − λsign(ω1)ed

ψ̂R

. (3.61)

This corresponds to the slip relation for the VM, but here we collect information
of the rotor flux position from both eq and ed. Let us introduce a coefficient µ
which gives us a higher degree of freedom, that is not present in the direct form
of the SCVM. For the ordinary SCVM, µ = 1:

ψ̂R =
µed + λsign(ω1)eq

p + λ|ω1| (3.62)

ω1 =
eq − λsign(ω1)ed

ψ̂R

. (3.63)

The choice of µ and λ is investigated in [39], through thorough analysis, and is
selected, for stability and good performance, as

λ =
√

2, µ = −1. (3.64)

3.3.3 Current Model

If we consider the inverse-Γ model, the most obvious choice is to simply simulate
the flux equation (3.10) to estimate the flux:

dψ̂
s

R

dt
= R̂Ris

s −
(

R̂R

L̂M

− jωr

)
ψ̂

s

R. (3.65)

The flux estimation can instead be done in synchronous coordinates. Let us
transform (3.65) into synchronous coordinates:

dψ̂R

dt
= R̂Ris −

(
R̂R

L̂M

+ jω2

)
ψ̂R. (3.66)

Splitting (3.66) into real and imaginary parts and assume accurate flux estima-
tion, i.e., ψR = ψd, yields

dψ̂R

dt
= − R̂R

L̂M

ψ̂R + R̂Rid (3.67)

0 = −ω2ψ̂R + R̂Riq. (3.68)
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In (3.67) it is seen that for a constant id, ψ̂R converges to L̂M id with the rotor
time constant LM/RR. Hence, the reference (to the current controller) for id,
irefd , should be set to ψnom/L̂M in the nominal-flux range (i.e., below base speed
and when no voltage sags occur).

Considering a sensored drive, i.e., we measure the speed ωr, we can rearrange
(3.68) and find the transformation angle θ̂ as follows:

ω2 =
R̂Riq

ψ̂R

(3.69)

ω1 = ωr + ω2 (3.70)

θ̂ =
∫

ω1 dt. (3.71)

But since ψ̂R converges to ψnom, no estimation of the flux modulus is needed,
and we can replace (3.69) by

ω2 =
R̂Riq
ψnom

(3.72)

which is called the standard slip relation. The CM is sensitive to R̂R, L̂M , and
ωr. The sensitivity to R̂R is particularly serious. If the model parameters are
inaccurate, we get an erroneous flux estimate.

The CM is preferable in the low-speed region, where it is robust, since the
measured speed is used. In fact, it is the only so far known flux estimator that
is guaranteed to be stable at low speed under all working conditions [19]. The
drawback is that we need to measure the rotor speed.



Chapter 4

Current, Voltage, and
Speed Control

4.1 Internal Model Control (IMC)

This section gives an introduction to controller design using IMC [37]. To elim-
inate the risk of mixing up the Laplace s with slip s, p is used to denote the
Laplace variable. IMC is a straightforward method, which gives a controller
whose parameters are direct functions of the process parameters. This leaves
only one parameter to be selected, the desired closed-loop bandwidth α. The
block diagram of the IMC structure is shown in Figure 4.1. Here, G(p) is the
process, C(p) is the so-called IMC controller, and Ĝ(p) is the process model. If
Ĝ(p) is correct, i.e., equal to G(p), the feedback of y(t) is zero. The closed-loop
system is then

Gc(p) = G(p)C(p). (4.1)

The optimal selection is C(p) = Ĝ−1(p), giving Gc(p) = 1, i.e., all process
dynamics are cancelled and y(t) = r(t), i.e., the output signal would attain the
set point instantaneously. This is not obtainable for a variety of reasons:

• If Ĝ(p) has zeros in the right half plane, Ĝ−1(p) is unstable.

• Ĝ−1(p) must be proper, i.e., the degree of the numerator must be lower or
equal to the degree of the denominator for Ĝ−1(p) to be implementable.
Since all G(p) representing physical processes are such that the degree of
the denominator is higher than the degree of the numerator, Ĝ−1(p) is
never proper.

• Excessive control action would be required (u(t) would be large), and the
system would be highly sensitive to model errors.

These items can be resolved by detuning the controller with a lowpass filter
L(p), giving

C(p) = L(p)Ĝ−1(p) (4.2)

L(p) =
(

α

p + α

)n

(4.3)

29
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C(p) G(p)

G(p)
^

-

-

r(t) y(t)

l(t)

u(t)
+

++

+

Figure 4.1: IMC controller block diagram.

where n is chosen large enough for C(p) to become proper. If we rewrite the
block diagram as Figure 4.1 we get the classical controller structure, i.e., a
controller F (p) cascaded with the process G(p), depicted in Figure 4.2. The
controller F (p) can be expressed as

F (p) =
C(p)

1− C(p)Ĝ(p)
. (4.4)

The selection of C(p) in (4.2) substituted in (4.4) gives us the following con-

C(p)

G(p)

G(p)

F(p)

r(t) y(t)

- +

++

^

Figure 4.2: The IMC expressed as classical controller block diagram.

troller:

F (p) =
L(p)Ĝ−1(p)

1− L(p)
(4.5)

⇓ (4.6)

F (p) =

(
α

p+α

)n

1−
(

α
p+α

)n Ĝ−1(p) (4.7)

⇓ (4.8)

F (p) =
αn

(p + α)n − αn
Ĝ−1(p). (4.9)
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Here we have a general formula for the design the classical controller F (p), using
IMC. For the important case of n = 1, this reduces to

F (p) =
α

p
Ĝ−1(p) (4.10)

which normally gives a PI controller, and the closed-loop system

Gc(p) =
α

p + α
. (4.11)

Using the well-known formula “bandwidth”×“rise time”= ln 9, α can be found
from the desired rise time tr as

α =
ln 9
tr

≈ 2.2
tr

. (4.12)

IMC is known to give good setpoint tracking. Its drawback is that the con-
troller may have poor rejection of a load disturbance, l(t), entering between the
controller and process, according to Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The transfer function
from l(t) to y(t) for a first-order system is

Gly(p) =
G(p)

1 + G(p)F (p)
=

p

p + α
G(p). (4.13)

Even if α is selected such that the closed-loop system is fast in comparison to
the open-loop process dynamics, the pole of G(p) remains in Gly(p). Hence, a
load disturbance (e.g., a step) will be rejected with the process dynamics. In the
following, we will look at methods for improving the load disturbance rejection.

4.1.1 Active Damping

As said in the previous section the load disturbance will be rejected with the
process dynamics, which for poorly damped processes are poor. The idea to
improve the load disturbance rejection is to fasten up the process dynamics by
moving the pole further into the left half in the p plane. This is done by adding
an inner feedback loop, depicted in Figure 4.3.

G(p)
-

+u(t) y(t)

G'(p)

aR

Figure 4.3: System with an inner feedback loop, for active damping.

The system dynamics are improved as follows:

G′(p) =
G(p)

1 + G(p)Ra
(4.14)
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For a first-order system:

G(p) =
a

p + a
(4.15)

the improved system transfer function becomes:

G′(p) =
a

p + a + Ra
. (4.16)

As we can see the pole is moved from −a to −(a + Ra). Now, if the selection
of dynamics is as fast as the controller dynamics the load disturbance rejection
becomes as fast as the dynamics from r(t) to y(t). The inner feedback loop is
realized by adding a component to the controller output, u(t) = u′(t)−Ray(t).
We will design all controllers with active damping, for good load disturbance
rejection, with one exception: the flux control for the EESM.

4.1.2 Back Calculation/Realizable Reference

PI controllers must be equipped with some type of anti-integrator windup for
good performance and stability. We recommend the use of back calculation
which is a setpoint adjustment for saturated output to give an altered input
error ε̄, to give exactly the output that is unsaturated. The idea is to alter the
error signal ε for the integrator to give a realizable controller output.
The controller can be described as follows

ε(t) = r(t)− y(t) (4.17)
dI(t)
dt

= ε(t) (4.18)

u(t) = kpε(t) + kiI(t). (4.19)

The modified error ε̄ gives a modified controller output ū = kpε̄ + kiI. Now if
we subtract from this the unsaturated controller output, we have

ε̄(t) = ε(t) +
1
kp

[ū(t)− u(t)]. (4.20)

The controller is depicted in Figure 4.4.

p
1

pk

ik
 

 )( tu
Saturation

)( tu

- +

+

+

+

+

pk
1

ε(t)

ε(t)

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the controller with back calculation implemented.
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4.2 Current Control

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the current controller should be implemented in
synchronous coordinates, in order to achieve good setpoint following (without
phase errors) [21], Part I, page 42, the quotation, and [42]. Following [20] and
[22], we design the current controller using IMC. The current controller will
designed for the IM, but the design is easily implemented for both the grid-
connected rectifier and the PMSM, as the unified model has shown, just by
setting RR = 0, Lσ = L.

Considering the stator current dynamics of the IM, (3.12), we can neglect the
flux and speed dynamics (as they are much slower than the current dynamics).
Hence, the back EMF, i.e., E = (jωr+RR/LM )ψR, acts in the current dynamics
as a load disturbance, giving

dis

dt
=

1
Lσ

[vs − (Rs + RR + jω1Lσ)is −E] . (4.21)

This system is governed by a single complex pole in complex vector notation1,
located at −Rtot/Lσ − jω1, where Rtot = Rs + RR. The imaginary part is due
to the transformation to synchronous coordinates, and corresponds in (4.21) to
an interaction between the current components id and iq. A logical first step is
to cancel the interaction with an inner feedback loop, as shown in Figure 4.5.
This inner feedback loop is realized by adding a term to the controller output,
vs = v = v′+jω1L̂σi, giving the following transfer function, assuming L̂σ = Lσ:

G(p) =
1

Rs + RR + pLσ
. (4.22)

The pole is now real-valued, located at −RR+Rs

Lσ
= −Rtot/Lσ. Typical para-

meter values are Rs = RR = 2 Ω and Lσ = 20 mH, giving Rtot/Lσ = 100
rad/s, i.e., a time constant of 1/100 = 10 ms. By comparison, a current rise
time of 1 ms is easily achieved using a modern power transistor inverter, giving
αc = 2.2/10−3 = 2200 rad/s (subscript “c” for current control). Hence, the
closed-loop dynamics are speeded up 10 times compared to the open-loop dy-
namics. But as we found out above, this implies that the load disturbance (i.e.,
the back EMF) will be rejected with the open-loop dynamics. As found in [10]
and [20] this often introduces a long, transient current control error.

To prevent this we introduce another inner feedback loop: the aforemen-
tioned so-called active damping [9], Ra, thus moving the pole from −Rtot/Lσ

to approximately −Ra/Lσ, assuming Ra À Rtot. By selecting Ra = αcL̂σ −
R̂tot ≈ αcL̂σ, the disturbance rejection dynamics become as fast as the closed-
loop dynamics. This is achieved by further modifying the controller output to
v = v′ + (jωL̂σ −Ra)i, obtaining two inner feedback loops, as in the controller
seen in Figure 4.5. The transfer function G′(p) from v′ to is is given by (again
with accurate model parameters)

G′(p) =
1

Rs + RR + Ra + pLσ
=

1
αcLσ + pLσ

. (4.23)

1Corresponding to a pole pair in real-valued notation.
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Ra

jω Lσ1

G(p)
+

-
+v' v=v i

^

s s

Figure 4.5: System with two inner feedback loops: decoupling and active damp-
ing (active resistance).

The outer feedback loop is then closed with two PI controllers. Following the
IMC design in Section 4.1, we obtain

F (p) =
αc

p
G′(p)−1 = αcL̂σ +

α2
cL̂σ

p
. (4.24)

This gives a PI controller expressed directly in the process parameters, in this
case L̂σ. With F (p) = kp + ki/p we have

kp = αcL̂σ, ki = α2
cL̂σ. (4.25)

The introduction of the active resistance Ra increases the integrator gain, which
accounts for the improved disturbance rejection. In the time domain, with I as
complex integrator variable, we have

dI

dt
= ec (4.26)

v′ = kpec + kiI (4.27)

v = v′ + (jω1L̂σ −Ra)is (4.28)

where ec is the current control error:

ec = irefs − is (4.29)

and irefs is the set point.

4.2.1 Voltage Limitation and Back Calculation

In the above controller, v is the desired stator voltage vector, giving the desired
vector vs in stator coordinates after αβ transformation: vs = ejθ̂v. However,
as the DC-link voltage of the inverter is limited, not all vectors can be realized.
The realizable vectors vs

s are those within the PWM hexagon in Figure 4.6. If
vs exceeds the boundary of the hexagon, vs

s will not equal vs. We say that the
controller output goes into saturation. There are several ways of selecting vs

s.
We here use the minimum phase error method [3], [24], and [25], in which the
angle of vs is preserved, while the modulus is limited. For short, we express
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maxV

Realizable
vector

Ideal Vector

s
sv

sv

α

β

Figure 4.6: Space vectors: ideal and realizable using the minimum phase error
method.

this also as

vs = PWM(v) = v′d + jv′q. (4.30)

A complication of this is that integrator windup in the controller will result. This
phenomenon will degrade the performance, typically giving large overshoots. In
order to circumvent this problem, the integrator state I should be updated
using a modified error e′c, which is smaller than the actual error ec, when the
controller output goes into saturation as mentioned earlier. The idea of back
calculation will be used here and we get the modified error as

e′c = ec +
1
kp

(vs − v) . (4.31)

In the integrator update law mentioned earlier, the difference is that we now
have vectors instead of scalars:

dI

dt
= ec +

1
kp

(vs − v) . (4.32)

In component form the controller is given by (4.33)–(4.37), while Figure 4.7
shows the block diagram.

dId

dt
= irefd − id − 1

kp
(v′d − vd) (4.33)

dIq

dt
= irefq − iq − 1

kp
(v′q − vq) (4.34)

vd = kp(irefd − id) + kiId −Raid − ω1L̂σiq (4.35)

vq = kp(irefq − iq) + kiIq −Raiq + ω1L̂σid (4.36)[
v′d, v

′
q

]
= PWM([vd, vq]). (4.37)
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the current controller with back calculation and
active damping.

4.3 Speed Control

In this section we will design a speed controller that gives fast dynamics and good
load disturbance rejection, much like how the current controller was designed.
Since the mechanical dynamics are much slower than the electrical dynamics,
we can begin by concluding that the desired bandwidth αs of the speed control
loop is much smaller than that of the current control loop:

αs ¿ αc. (4.38)

Above, we concluded that a reasonable current rise time is 1 ms. For the
speed, 100 ms can be considered as fast (suitable even in demanding applications
such as robotics). Hence, αs is, typically, 1/100 of αc or less. The mechanical
dynamics are described by:

ω̇m =
1
J

(Te − TL − bωm) (4.39)

where ωm is the mechanical rotor speed, b is the viscous damping constant, Te

is the electrical torque, and TL is the load torque. The relation to the electrical
rotor speed is ωr = npωm, where np is the number of pole pairs. With these
modifications we can write (4.39) as

ω̇r =
1
J

(npTe − npTL − bωr). (4.40)

The electrical torque of the induction motor is given by [23]

Te =
3np

2K2
Im{ψ∗

Ris} = {K = 1/
√

2} = 3np(ψdiq − ψqid). (4.41)

With accurate field orientation, ψd = ψR, ψq = 0, this simplifies to

Te = 3npψRiq. (4.42)

This is a relation similar to that for a DC motor, where iq corresponds to the
armature current. As we want fast torque control and the flux dynamics are
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slow while the current dynamics are fast, the flux is normally kept constant and
iq is varied. The transfer function from iq to ωr is

Gm(p) =
3n2

pψR

pJ + b
. (4.43)

Direct IMC design of the speed controller yields

Fm(p) =
αs

p
G−1

m (p) =
αs

3n2
pψR

(
J +

b

p

)
. (4.44)

This design method is associated with two problems, however. First, b often
varies with the load. A controller tuned for the nominal value of b may, therefore,
either give overshoots or long settling times once b has changed. Further, as for
the current control loop we have a load disturbance, TL, which will be poorly
rejected with IMC design. We therefore use active damping also in the speed
control loop, by letting

iq = i′q −Baωr (4.45)

where Ba is the active damping constant, which should be selected as

Ba =
αsĴ − b̂

3n2
pψnom

. (4.46)

The inner feedback loop results in the following transfer function if ψnom =
ψR, Ĵ = J , b̂ = b, and ψR = ψnom:

G′m(p) =
3n2

pψnom

J

1
p + αs

. (4.47)

IMC design now yields a PI speed controller with the following parameters:

kpω =
αsĴ

3n2
pψnom

(4.48)

kiω = αskpω =
α2

sĴ

3n2
pψnom

. (4.49)

Compared to the original design, (4.44), the integrator gain is now normally
larger (depending on b, J , and αs), which accounts for the improved disturbance
rejection. In the time domain with Iω as integrator variable, we have

dIω

dt
= eω (4.50)

i′q = kpωeω + kiωIω (4.51)

irefq = i′q −Baωr (4.52)

where eω is the control error:

eω = ωref − ωr (4.53)

and ωref is the setpoint.
As the motor or inverter rating sets a limit Imax on the permissible current

modulus, irefq may not grow so large as to make |is| > Imax. This complication
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implies that we need to implement back calculation also for the speed controller
to prevent integrator windup. We use

e′ω = eω +
1

kpω
(irefq − irefq,nom) (4.54)

with the integrator update law (4.50) modified to

dIω

dt
= eω +

1
kpω

(irefq − irefq,nom). (4.55)
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the speed controller with back calculation and
active damping.

4.3.1 DC-Link Voltage Controller

We will now design a DC-link voltage controller, also with good load disturbance
rejection. This can seem unnecessary but for unbalanced grid voltage and power
steps there will be load disturbances for the DC-link voltage controller.

The voltage controller should be slower than the current controller, for time
scale separation.

Voltage Equation

The choice for DC-link voltage dynamics is either the current–voltage relation
or using the electrical energy storage in the capacitor. As we use the power
balance by describing the coupling to the grid we will use the latter relation.
Another reason is that it also considers the nonlinearity of the DC-link voltage.
Let us consider the electrical energy in the capacitor:

W =
Cv2

dc

2
. (4.56)

The energy dynamics in the capacitor are governed by the power Pin into and
the power Pout out of the capacitor, giving the following DC-link voltage relation

dW

dt
=

C

2
dv2

dc

dt
= Pin − Pout. (4.57)
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Here we see the nonlinearity of the voltage relation, and for good controller
design we will linearize the voltage equation. With Pin = 3Eqiq, for rms-value
scaling we get the following relation

dv2
dc

dt
=

2
C

(3Eqiq − Pout) . (4.58)

It is the nonlinearity in v2
dc that will give problems when we design the voltage

controller. So let us linearize the power relation.

State-Input Linearization

The state-input linearization is an exact linearization, where the concept is
to change state variable of the nonlinearity [33]. Here the nonlinearity v2

dc is
replaced by Z = v2

dc, giving

dZ

dt
=

2
C

(3Eqiq − Pout) . (4.59)

Now we have a linear first-order differential equation describing the DC-link
dynamics.

State-Input Linearization Voltage Controller Design

We start with Pout and see it as a load disturbance, giving the following transfer
function

G(p) =
6Eq

pC
. (4.60)

As we see the pole is located at the origin, giving poor damping. Let us also
here use active damping Ga realized as irefq = iref

′
q −Ga, giving

G′(p) =
6Eq

pC + 6EqGa
. (4.61)

IMC design yields the following controller

F (p) =
αv

p
G(p)−1 =

1
6Eq

(
αvC +

α6EqGa

p

)
. (4.62)

where αv is the desired controller bandwidth. We should use the estimated
value Ĉ and the nominal grid voltage Enom

g as Enom
g ≈ Eq for accurate field

orientation. The controller gains are

kv =
αvĈ

6Enom
g

, kiv = αvGa (4.63)

and the selection of the active damping, which is an active conductance

Ga =
αvĈ

6Enom
g

. (4.64)

There is often a DC-link filter for the 6th harmonic, limiting the bandwidth
for the DC-link voltage controller. For fast response to output power steps,
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the output power is fed forward to the controller output giving the following
controller

ε = (vref)2 − v2
dc (4.65)

dI

dt
= ε +

1
kv

(̄iref − iref) (4.66)

iref = kvε + kivI +
Pout

3Enom
g

−Gav2
dc, īref = [irefq ]max

min . (4.67)
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Conclusions

In the research presented here, voltage sag ride-through for IMs and EESMs has
been shown to improve with the proposed algorithms. For the IM it is shown
that voltage sag ride-through is possible without extra hardware and equipment,
if the available voltage and current are used wisely. For the grid-connected
EESM, improved voltage sag ride-through is shown through simulations. These
approaches should be interesting to the industry as they are cost-effective.

The voltage sag ride-through capability of the proposed IM controller was
experimentally verified. Compared to an ordinary controller, the proposed con-
troller is superior. The controller can handle voltage sags down to 55% remain-
ing voltage, and restore the speed for torque loads up to 2/3 of nominal (2 p.u.
for RMS-value scaling). If a speed drop cannot be tolerated the controller can
handle voltage sags down to 80% remaining voltage, again for load torques up
to 2/3 of nominal.

The selection of flux angle estimator was found crucial. A PLL-type algo-
rithm is recommended, as the traditional “voltage model” often tends to give a
marginally stable system in the field-weakening range. The statically compen-
sated voltage model can however be used with good performance as well.

The field control algorithm for grid-connected EESMs should not use the
active damping otherwise recommended for load disturbance rejection, as it
tends to trigger on the fast torque oscillations, which gives unnecessary large
output voltages.

For instability of the DC-link voltage for inverter drives it is shown that
the proposed algorithm suppresses the DC-link voltage oscillations. Further,
analysis of the system give parameter selection for the algorithm and selection
rules for the minimum DC-link capacitor and switching frequency.

For converter control on the grid side for wind turbine applications, the min-
imum DC-link capacitor for proper performance is shown to be of reasonable
size. It is shown that phase-angle jumps have small or no impact on the perfor-
mance of the wind turbine generator. The remaining positive-sequence voltage
modulus is the main concern for the voltage sag ride-through and performance
of the system.

Experiments verified the theory.

41
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5.1 Further Research

The author suggests the following topics to be researched:

1. EESM:

• Further research of the field control algorithm for the EESM, con-
cerning the influence of flux saturation.

2. Induction motor drives:

• Analyze the impact of flux estimators for the torque maximizing,
field-weakening algorithm, for voltage sag conditions.

• Case study of multiple drives on a common DC link subjected to a
voltage sag.

3. DC-link voltage stabilization:

• Use the Stabilizing algorithm to cancel DC-link voltage variation for
rectifiers connected to an unbalanced grid.

• Design a stabilizing algorithm for speed controlled system, where the
stabilizing algorithm is moved to the speed controller.

4. Active rectifier:

• Control the current according to the available individual phase volt-
age.

• Control the DC-link voltage to be smooth with only positive-sequence
voltage controller.

• Control both the rectifier and inverter with tolerance to voltage sags
and robustness towards disturbances.



Appendix A

Nomenclature

In this thesis the following symbols are used:
Rs Stator resistance
Rr Rotor resistance (T model)
RR Rotor resistance
Lsl, Lrl Leakage inductance
Ls Stator inductance
Lr Rotor inductance
Lm Mutual (magnetizing) inductance (T model)
LM Mutual (magnetizing) inductance (Γ model)
Lσ Leakage inductance (Γ model)
ψs

R, ψs
r Rotor flux in stator coordinates

ψR, ψr Rotor flux in synchronous coordinates
ψs

s Stator flux in stator coordinates
ψs Stator flux in synchronous coordinates
vs, is Stator voltage and current in synchronous coordinates
vr, ir Rotor voltage and current in synchronous coordinates
vs

s, is
s Stator voltage and current in stator coordinates

vs
r, is

r Rotor voltage and current in stator coordinates
im Magnetizing current in synchronous coordinates
is
m Magnetizing current in stator coordinates

ωr Rotor speed
ω1 Electrical excitation frequency
ω2 Slip frequency
θ Transformation angle
v1, v2, v3 Mains voltage
i1, i2, i3 Mains current
L1, L2, L3 Mains inductance
R1, R2, R3 Mains resistance
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vdc DC-link voltage
C DC-link capacitor
Rp Parallel resistance to the capacitor
Ldc DC-link inductance
iL Line current on the DC link
vH Mains voltage
Rdc DC-link series resistance
ωgrid Grid frequency
Z Grid impedance
R̂R, L̂σ, ... Estimated parameters
αψ Low-pass filter bandwidth for the voltage model
θ̃ Estimation error of the transformation angle
ed, eq Real and imaginary part of the back emf
α IMC control bandwidth
γ0, γ1, γ2 PLL-type flux estimator gains
ω0 Transfer frequency from rotor speed to excitation frequency
L̃σ, R̃R Parameter estimation error
ψnom Nominal flux
ρ PLL-type estimator pole location
ω∆ Transition frequency
ψ Estimated real-valued flux
p Laplace transform variable (instead of s)
E Back emf
Ra Active resistance
αc Current control bandwidth
I Integrator variable for the current controller
ec Control error
vref Voltage reference
Is Integral variable for the speed controller
irefq , irefd Current references
b Viscous damping constant
J Moment of inertia
ωm Mechanical rotor speed
Te Electrical torque
np Number of pole pairs
K Scaling constant
Ba Active damping
kpω Speed controller proportional gain
kiω Speed controller integrator gain
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eω Speed error
Iω Speed integrator variable
ωref Speed reference
αω Speed controller bandwidth
irefq,nom Nominal q-current component
Imax Maximal current modulus
Vmax Maximal voltage modulus
ξ, ξ̂ Gain for maximum speed, true and estimated
imin
d Minimum allowed magnetizing current

L̂max
σ Over-estimated leakage inductance

L̂min
σ Under-estimated leakage inductance

γ Gain for field-weakening algorithm
kp Current controller gain
ki Current controller integration gain
Id Integration variable for current controller
Iq Integration variable for current controller
ωe Undamped oscillation frequency
ζ Damping constant
id0, iq0 Current point to be linearized around
vd0, vq0 Voltage point to be linearized around
γe Ratio between nominal and available voltage for a voltage sag
TL Load torque
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